Companies need strong risk governance and operational principles to avoid both monetary and reputational damage. So, why create vulnerabilities by managing corporate actions on resource-intensive and time-consuming proprietary systems?

**FIS® Corporate Actions Manager** (formerly XSP eCAP and XSPrisa) gives you the resilience you require in one flexible, proven and cost-effective solution.

By fully automating the corporate actions life cycle and integrating easily with your existing infrastructure, Corporate Actions Manager mitigates risk, increases efficiency and scales easily to the demands of your business.

**STREAMLINE YOUR SYSTEMS**

Cover the whole corporate actions process, from data cleansing and announcement notification to election capture, downstream posting and reconciliations.

**SAVE TIME AND EFFORT**

Automatically manage entitlements for all types of corporate actions events with workflows to identify data discrepancies and a centralized electronic diary.

**DRIVE STRAIGHT-THROUGH PROCESSING**

Process data from multiple sources, link decision-makers on all voluntary and optional corporate actions, and connect accounting entries for the entitlements.
FIS CORPORATE ACTIONS MANAGER
A Powerful End-to-end Solution for Corporate Actions Processing

EXTEND VISIBILITY
Link a fully automated corporate actions process to your trading, settlement, reconciliations, risk and collateral management platforms for a full view of your enterprise.

REDUCE EXPOSURE TO RISK
Highlight issues before they threaten your company’s balance sheet or reputation. Use market-driven workflows to target, identify and manage data, position, time and election risk throughout the corporate actions life cycle.

GET MORE FROM MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Rely on a powerful database and robotic process automation to reduce manual intervention. With an HTML5 interface and web-based technology, see exactly how corporate actions affect your accounts – and submit instructions from anywhere, at any time.

Process corporate actions without risk and complexity.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

“With a relentless focus on the customer experience and as part of our growing middle-office solution, our corporate actions module now makes it easier for our customers to meet the expectations of regulators and investors.”

Marian Azer, managing director, RBC I&TS

SUIT YOUR FIRM’S SIZE AND BUDGET
Operate our enterprise platform on-premise or rely on us to host it as a SaaS solution in a dedicated data center. Corporate Actions Manager easily scales up to manage corporate actions for an entire global organization – or down to support a boutique firm’s post-trade operations.